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Lauri is a dedicated young teacher for the deaf. Her past conceals a wound still unhealed, her

present is a facade, and she uses her career to hide her loneliness. Drake, daytime TV's most

popular star, has two heartaches - the daughter he believes will never have a normal life and the

dead wife he can't forget. Jennifer is the beautiful hearing-impaired child who may become a pawn

between the man and the woman she needs the most. Now, in the heart of a New Mexico arts

community, the three may become a family...but only if each one dares to find a voice and lets his or

her fears and needs speak for themselves.
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A beautiful and well written love story by Sandra Brown. Lauri Parrish, a beautiful and highly

educated teacher at the Norwood Institute for the Deaf, is summoned by her employer. She is asked

if she would be willing to undertake an unusal but important task. The job would entail Laurie to take

on one case only. The five year old daughter of a very famous soap opera actor, named Drake

Rivington, better known on television as "Drake Sloan". When she arrives at the studio and arrives

on the set, she is still unsure if she is going to take the job. Soon after, she is introduced to Drake

and immediaetly finds him obnoxious and turns down the job..Two days later, Drake attends her

school and even sits in on one of her classes. He makes his apologies about the other day and

begs her to take the job. His little girl, Jennifer needs tutoring and eventhough she can sign, she still

doesn't understand what the objects mean. She agrees under the condition that he never interfere

with the way she teaches. Drake ensures Laurie that that will never happen for he will be sending



her and the child to his beautiful house in New Mexico. He will remain where he was, close to the

studio. Does she agree? She does. Problem solved ! Well, she is soon going to find out after she is

settled with Jennifer and even forming a love for the child, that Drake Sloan shows up at the door.

With their agreement broken, what will she do? She doesn't want to walk away now and she's come

so far with her teaching . As each chapter goes on, she starts to feel an uncanny interest in Drake

and the feeling is mutual as far as his feelings for her but unfortunately for the both of them, they

also have their demons. Her, never getting over a previous marriage and him, constantly chasing a

ghost.
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